Phases of Matter Part 2: The Rules of Being a Liquid
Activity Overview
In this activity students will investigate rules that determine if matter is
a liquid.

Grade 5th

Vocabulary
balance
beaker
Celsius
condensation
density
flask
force
grams
graduated cylinder
less dense
liquid
mass
milliliters
more dense
precipitation
thermometer
volume

TEKS Alignment
5.5 (A) Classify matter based on measurable, testable, and observable
physical properties, mass, magnetism, physical state (solid, liquid, and
gas), relative density (sinking and floating using water as a reference
point), solubility in water, and the ability to conduct or insulate thermal
energy or electric energy
Materials
For the teacher for demonstration:
■ (1) 500 ml graduated cylinder
■ sandwich bag
■ water
■ corn syrup
■ cooking oil
■ (3) marbles
■ (3) flasks or graduated cylinders
Per Group:
corn syrup
■ cooking oil
■ (3) marbles
■ balances for each group
■ (3) flasks or graduated cylinders that measure 250 ml or more
■ water in a pourable container for each group
■ optional items: food coloring, density cubes or marbles
■

Per every 2 students:
(2) clear plastic cups (same size and volume)
■ 100 ml graduated cylind
■ Celsius thermomet
■ Rules of Liquids Foldable or paper to create a foldable graphic
organizer
■ scissors
■ pencil
■
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Managing Materials
*This activity can be done with a student-made folded organizer or
the Booklet Print/Fold available at tech2o.org. The student made
folded organizer includes a step where students decide which rule
goes to the investigation, the illustrated foldable already provides
the rule in order to save time on the activity.
THE HISTORY BEHIND IT
About three-quarters of the surface of planet Earth is covered with
water. Water is the major component of living things which means
life probably started in a liquid environment. Our bodies, for example, are over 60 percent water!
Because of high temperatures in El Paso, water left uncovered
evaporates very quickly. When this occurs water vaporizes into the
atmosphere forming clouds. When water molecules condense (or
re-organize, together), they get too heavy to stay suspended in the
cloud, turning into liquid form. This process is called condensation.
Just because we live in the Chihuahuan Desert, that doesn’t mean
there is no water here. Sometimes we see water in the of precipitation. Precipitation is any liquid or frozen water that forms in the
atmosphere and falls to the Earth. We experience precipitation
events during Monsoon season. Back in 2006, El Paso did experience a 100-year flood, meaning that it has a 1 in 100 (1%) chance
of happening again in any given year. Some meteorologists would
go as far as calling it a 500-year flood.
On average, El Paso gets about 9.69” of rain. In 2006, El Paso
registered an annual rainfall of 17.51”. That is nearly double our
average yearly total.
THE SCIENCE BEHIND IT: What Matters When
Teaching Matter?
Liquid states of matter are not as easy to point out and find in a
classroom, but they are common for students to see in the world
around them. In most science books, we will see liquids portrayed in
a molecular sense in which a bunch of loosely bound particles
denote that these particles can move, but a 2D image does not
show movement. The molecules of a liquid are still bound together
but are loosely structured. They can slide past each other in movement yet stay bound together, allowing the liquid to take the shape
of the container. This is different than the movement of molecules in
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a solid where the molecules are packed tightly, and the movement is
more like a vibration. Teachers must explain pictures and models of the
liquid phase so that the students have the understanding that particles
in liquids have greater movement than in solids. Molecular movement
is one of the limitations that students will encounter when building
models of the structures of solid, liquid or gases and should be
discussed in the classroom.

Liquids

Here are some basic rules that can categorize matter as a liquid:
■ Liquid matter does not have a definite shape and will take the
shape of the container that it is poured into.
■ Liquid matter will change shape when a force is applied and will
allow another object to pass through easily.
■ Liquid matter that has more density contains more mass and
matter than liquids with less density.
■ Liquid matter can be measured for mass, volume and
temperature but cannot be measured for linear measurement.
Possible misconceptions with these rules:
Powders and granulated substances can seem to take the shape of
the containers that they are poured into and will likewise seem to allow
an object to pass through easily. You may have students noticing this
when they pour items like sugar, salt, pebbles, or sand into containers
(taking the shape of the container) or when they dig with a spoon or
scoop, the sugar or salt allows the object (spoon) to pass through
easily. To dispel this myth that it may actually be a liquid, have the
students look at these powders or granules under a microscope or with
a hand lens. They will discover that the matter is actually made of solid
pieces that look like boulders when magnified. Would a boulder take
the shape of a container? Would it allow a spoon or scoop to pass
through it?
PROCEDURE: Rules of Being a
Liquid Foldable
Guiding Questions: How can I determine if something is a liquid? Can I
design a test to find out if my matter is
a liquid?
To investigate and demonstrate these
rules, the students use the Booklet
Print/Fold organizer provided. As the
students investigate or the teacher
demonstrates, the students will be
responding inside the doors of the
organizer. If having the students make

Investigation
1

Investigation
2

Investigation
3

Investigation
4
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it from scratch, do not have the students label each rule on the front
of doors of the organizer until the organizer is complete. They will
determine which rule belongs with which investigation after it is
completed. At the beginning of this first day of investigations, the
organizer should look like this:
ENGAGE: INVESTIGATION DOOR #1
Liquid Matter Will Take the Shape of the Containers
That They Are In
1. Because 500 ml graduated cylinders are hard to come by, this can
be a teacher demo, but it can be done by the group if you have
enough cylinders. Fill a large 500 ml graduated cylinder with 500 ml
of water, and show it to the class. Give a student a standard size
sandwich bag and ask them to show it to the class.
2. Teacher: Write a prediction to this question: Do you think that the
500 mls of water in this graduated cylinder will fit into this small
sandwich baggie?
3. Have the student come up to the demo table and have them open
the sandwich bag over an empty tub or lab sink. If you are feeling
brave and you have a student that will hold on to that bag tight,
have them hold the bag over a science journal and tell the class that
if the water doesn’t fit that the journal will get soaked!) Of course, it
doesn’t because a sandwich bag will easily hold 500 ml of water
and the students get a great lesson on how volume is deceiving
when you perceive how much something holds by its shape.
4. Have the students draw the cylinder and the bag inside of panel 1,
and label the amount of water in each container.
EXPLORE: INVESTIGATION DOOR #2:
Liquid Matter Will Change Shape When a Force Is
Applied and Will Allow Solid Objects to Pass Through
Easily
1. This activity should be done as a teacher demo (this can be done
as an investigation by group, but the corn syrup can get expensive):
Using 3 beakers or flasks, fill each container with the following:
corn syrup in beaker 1, oil in beaker 2, and water in beaker 3.
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2. Have the students draw a prediction as to what will happen to the
marbles if they are dropped into each container.
3. Choose 3 students in the class as volunteers and have students drop
a marble (same size and type of marble) into each container. It’s best
to do the dropping of the marble one at a time so that the students in
the class can take note.
4. Have the students write under their drawings what happened to each
marble as it was dropped into each liquid. The students will learn that
even though each container holds a liquid, and the marble will be able
to pass through easily, each sinks at different rates based on the liquid
density. The denser the liquid, the slower the marble sinks. They will
now be able to visualize that the denser the liquid the more it starts to
act like a solid because of the closeness of particles.
5. Go back and refer to the particle models and discuss what the particles in each liquid might look like. Have them draw what the particles
might look like next to each type of liquid in their drawing.
INVESTIGATION DOOR #3:
Liquid Matter That Has More Density Contains More
Mass and Matter Than Liquids With Less Density
1. Using the liquids (corn syrup, oil and water) from the last demonstration, this time you will get a larger beaker and flask to combine the
three liquids. (Yes, it’s the old liquid density demo where you pour
water, corn syrup and oil into a container to see it layer). You can pour
these items into a large flask or graduated cylinder for a more chemistry looking effect. Talk about how less dense liquids float on top of
more dense liquids. This is a fun model to draw and label. Some
teachers like to use food coloring so that the liquids stand out more,
but we suggest mixing the color in front of the kids so that they are
aware of which color goes with which liquid.
2. Teacher: Write a prediction to this question: What do you think will
happen if we combine these liquids into one container?
Have them draw and label the container and liquids and write their
predictions as before.
■

This activity can be done by a group as well, but on a smaller
scale because once you have mixed the liquids they cannot be
reused for another activity. As a teacher demo, have each group
mix food coloring into each liquid, and those groups that did not
get to participate could take part in the pouring of the liquids or
the extension activity instead.
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3. Have the students pour in the oil first, then the corn syrup and then
the water, each time through a class discussion, predicting what will
happen to the liquids next. Once all three liquids are poured, they
can draw and label their results inside Door 3 of the investigation
foldable. The liquids should end up with the corn syrup on the
bottom, the water in the middle and the oil on the top because of the
density of three liquids
■

■

Extension activities: You can drop another marble into this
concoction to demonstrate the densities or even use density
marbles (that are themselves at different densities) and some will
suspend within the liquids.
Teacher Note: What are density marbles? Density marbles or
density cubes are spheres or cubes that are the same size and
shape but different mass because they are made of different
types of materials, i.e., glass, aluminum, steel, cork, copper,
brass, iron, or wood. Kids can usually judge if they are lighter or
heavier in mass by holding them or placing them on a balance,
which will answer the question, “which marble or cube is denser
or less dense?” These sets are great for teaching volume, mass
and density and are available at Amazon or science supply
stores.

4. Teacher: “How can we verify that the liquids that we poured are
denser than each other, other than pouring them together?”
Students should arrive to the conclusion that they can be massed or
compared through massing. Using triple beam balances and the
same size 500 ml plastic beakers, demonstrate the different masses
of the liquids to the students.
INVESTIGATION DOOR #4:
Liquid Matter Can Be Measured By Volume, Mass and
Temperature But Not By Linear Measurement
1. Teacher: We have been able to test our liquids through 3 different
investigations, but can our liquid be described another way? Is it
possible to take measurements of liquids?
Students should answer that liquids can be measured by mass,
volume and temperature.
2. Using measurement tools, the students will take the measurements
for a tumbler of water. Have them start with mass first.
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3. Teacher: How can we get the mass of just the water?
Students should respond that the water will also contain the mass
of the cup and with further discussion will probably arrive to the
conclusion that they need to measure the mass of the cup and
subtract the mass from the total weight of the cup with the water.
4. Give each set of partners an empty cup and a cup of water. Using a
balance the students should measure the mass of the cup and the
mass of the cup with water, subtract the difference and get the mass of
the liquid alone.
5. The students will also use a graduated cylinder to measure the volume
of the water.
6. The students will then take the temperature of the water.
7

The students will record their data inside the foldable: The volume of
my liquid is _______ ml, the mass of my liquid is _________ g, the
temperature of my liquid is __________ degrees C (all measurements
should be in metric, including temperature.)

8. The students should then take the mass, volume, length, width, height,
and temperature of solid water (ice). The students will record their data
inside the foldable.
EXPLAIN: Rules of liquids pulling it all together activity
1. Write the following rules on your board or whiteboard in this order so
that the students can choose which statement went with which activity:
■
■
■
■

Liquid objects can be measured.
Liquid objects will take the shape of the container that it is in.
Liquid matter that has more density contains more mass and matter
than liquids with less density.
Liquid matter will change shape when a force is applied and will
allow solid objects to pass through easily

2. Teacher: Can you tell which one of these rules of liquid matter applied
to the investigations that we did in class? Work with your group (or
partners) to match up the right rule with the investigation in your
foldable.
■
■
■
■

Liquid objects can be measured. (Investigation 4)
Liquid objects will take the shape of the container that it is in.
(Investigation 1)
Liquid matter that has more density contains more mass and matter
than liquids with less density. (Investigation 3)
Liquid matter will change shape when a force is applied and will
allow solid objects to pass through easily (Investigation 2)
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Teacher should monitor each group and verify the right answers, then have them write
the rules on the appropriate doors on the outside of the foldable.
ELABORATE: Independent Research
Students will find a liquid matter either at home or at school and will use the four rules of
liquids to prove that their matter is actually a liquid. They will draw and label the matter in
their Science journal and write a paragraph describing how they could test their object to
prove that it was a liquid using all four rules. Some questions that they may answer in
their paragraph might be:
■ How can I prove it will take the shape of the container?
■ Could another object pass through my liquid easily?
■ Are there liquids that are denser than my liquid, are there some that are less dense?
■ How could I measure my liquid so that I could find its mass, volume and temperature?
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VOCABULARY
balance

An even distribution of weight enabling someone or
something to remain upright and steady.

beaker

A lipped cylindrical glass container for laboratory use.

Celsius

Of or denoting a scale of temperature on which water freezes
at 0° and boils at 100° under standard conditions.

condensation

Water which collects as droplets on a cold surface when
humid air is in contact with it.

density

The degree of compactness of a substance.

flask

A container for liquids.

force

Strength or energy as an attribute of physical action or
movement.

grams

A metric unit of mass equal to one thousandth of a kilogram.

graduated cylinder A tall narrow container with a volume scale used especially for
measuring liquids.
liquid

A substance that flows freely but is of constant volume,
having a consistency like that of water or oil.

mass

A coherent, typically large body of matter with no definit
shape.

milliliters

One thousandth of a liter (0.002 pint).

precipitation

Rain, snow, sleet, or hail that falls to the ground.

thermometer

An instrument for measuring and indicating temperature.

volume

The amount of space that a substance or object occupies, or
that is enclosed within a container, especially when great.
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